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Fiscal discipline is the need of the hour for GCC countries
By Dr R Seetharaman
Saudi Arabia’s 2015 budget had projected
spending worth $229.3bn as against
the revenue of $190.7bn. The major
areas in which spending will happen are
education of $57.9bn, health and social
affairs of $42.7bn, municipality services
of $10.7bn, infrastructure and transportation of $16.8bn and disbursement by
credit institutions of $19.7bn. The budget
deficit of around $39bn is equivalent
to 5% of Saudi’s GDP. The estimated oil
price would have to be around $60 per
barrel. The budget deficit can be covered
with its huge fiscal deficit reserves. However, borrowings can also be resorted
to if needed. Saudi Arabia’s public debt
is about 1.6% of GDP, which would make
it easy to borrow. Saudi government
can borrow from state-run and private
financial institutions.
Oman’s 2015 budget had projected
spending worth $36.6bn as against the

revenue of $30.11bn and a deficit of
$6.49bn, which is equivalent to 8% of
Oman’s GDP. Oman’s project spending of
$36.6bn is 4.5% up from last year budget.
The projected revenue was 1% lesser
than last year and oil accounts four-fifth
of revenues. It will fund the fiscal deficit
through international loans of $520mn,
state reserve funds $1.81bn, borrowing

from local market $1.04bn, grants from
foreign donors of $520mn and previous
year surpluses of $2.60bn.
Kuwait’s revenue was $51.90bn in
April-September 2014 — well above the
$34.4bn originally projected for the
period. The oil revenue was $48.85bn.
Kuwait spending for April-September
2014 reached $21.05bn as against the
originally projected $40bn for the
period. The surplus for April-September
2014 was $30.85bn. In 2015-16 Kuwait is
expected to have a budget spending of
$60.8bn as against $74bn in 2014-15. The
indicative oil price in the budget is set
between $50-60 a barrel, generating oil
revenues worth $48bn with a deficit of
$9bn. The reserve deduction for future
generations will fall to 10%, instead of
25% that was set in past years when oil
prices were high reflecting Kuwait’s approach to rationalise and cut spending.
Kuwait will also reconsider subsidies
that account for 19% of the state’s total
expenses of $14bn.

UAE federal budget has projected
spending of $13.35bn for 2015 and is
6.3% higher than 2014. Social services
projects have been allocated 49% of
total spending. The focus has been on
social services, education and health
sector and improvement of government
services. The deficit of $0.41bn will be
covered from the state general reserve
or revenues and government investment.
Dubai Budget of 2015 has projected
revenue of $11.2bn which is 9% over 2014
and also projected spending of $11.2bn.
Oil will account for only 4% of Dubai
government revenues. The government
continues to support infrastructure
projects by allocating 13% of government
spending to infrastructure.

Bahrain budget of 2014 had a revenue
of $7.39bn and an expenditure of $9.8bn.
The budget deficit for 2014 was expected
to be $2.41bn. In 2013 it had a deficit of
$1.1bn and with oil prices falling the fiscal
deficit can even go beyond 7% of their
GDP. With deficits surging they may consider raising sovereign bonds to finance
their deficit. Bahrain debt is rising significantly and in 2013 was at $13.2bn, 44% of
the GDP. The debt levels are expected to
rise in 2014 to $15.7bn and will be close to
half of its GDP.
Qatar’s budget of 2014-15 had a
revenue of $62bn and an expenditure
of $60bn. It had a fiscal surplus of $2bn
based on a conservative oil price of $65 a
barrel. The infrastructure appropriations

amount to $20.7bn to enable the completion of major infrastructure expansion
and development projects related to
Qatar 2022 FIFA World Cup. Education,
health, infrastructure and transportation
sectors accounted for 54% of the total
expenditure in the budget for 2014-15.
This represents a 6% increase compared
with the budget for fiscal 2013-2014. Qatar
had already budgeted lower oil price of
$65 barrel hence the current expansion
plans will not be significantly affected.
However, the tenure and levels at which
the oil price remains will determine its future expansion. The falling oil prices could
create pressure on GCC’s expansion plans,
cut public spending and curb subsidies
on energy, utilities and other areas where
consumers’ costs are partly met by the
state. Hence fiscal discipline is the need of
the hour for GCC economies.

z Dr R Seetharaman is Group CEO of
Doha Bank. The views expressed are
his own.

Club Med set to back
Chinese bid this week
Reuters
Paris

F

rench holiday company Club
Mediterrannee is expected to
back an offer from a consortium led by Chinese billionaire Guo
Guangchang this week after Italian rival bidder Andrea Bonomi declined to
raise his offer on Friday.
Bonomi’s decision puts an end to
the longest-running bid battle in recent French corporate history and removes uncertainty over the future of
struggling Club Med, which is fighting weaker demand in Europe and
heavy restructuring costs. Investors
are hoping Club Med’s new owners
will invest in the operator’s upscale
repositioning and expansion in markets such as China, which should
widen a client base historically dominated by Europeans.
Guo, whom Forbes estimates has
a net worth of about $4.3bn, has described Club Med as an ideal investment to tap booming demand among
China’s increasingly affluent city
dwellers for the kind of leisure resorts
the French company offers.
The board of Club Med has said in the
past it would only respond to the last
standing offer for the company. It is expected to make a statement on the Chinese bid in the next few days, a spokesman for the Paris-listed company said
yesterday.
French market watchdog AMF for
its part, will vet the offer led by China’s richest man, valuing Club Med at
€939mn ($1.13bn), and set out a timetable.
Guo’s €24.60 a share offer was €0.60
higher than Bonomi’s last bid and was
the eighth offer for Club Med since May
2013 when Guo ﬁrst offered €17.
The Chinese offer values Club Med
at more than 15 times the company’s

A file picture shows Club Med holiday brochures at a Chinese tourist agency in Beijing. Club Med is expected to make a statement on the Chinese bid in the next few
days, a spokesman for the Paris-listed company said yesterday.
current estimated underlying earnings,
putting it at a premium to the sector’s
average of around 13 times.
Club Med shares closed at €25.09
on Friday. Bonomi’s vehicle Global Resorts said on Friday that shares it currently holds in Club Med would either
be sold in conjunction with the bid by

Guo’s Gaillon Invest II vehicle or on
the market. “We take note with satisfaction of this decision,” a spokesman for Gaillon Invest II said at the
weekend in reaction to Bonomi’s announcement it would not counterbid.
Club Med management, led by chief
executive Henri Giscard d’Estaing,

has consistently backed Guo’s offer
which is why investors expect it will
recommend his offer. Gaillon Invest II
is majority controlled by Guo’s Fosun
conglomerate. It now comprises Fosun
with a 62.6% stake, Portuguese insurer
Fidelidade with 20%, French private
equity partner Ardian with 5.8%, the

management of Club Med with 2.9%
and Chinese travel agency U-Tour with
8.7%.
Brazilian group Nelson Tanure, with
which Club Med will build its fourth
resort in Brazil, could also take a stake
of up to 20% in Gaillon II once the offer
goes through.

US Treasury
hires Phelan
as risk chief
Bloomberg
Washington
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enneth Phelan was hired
by the US Treasury Department for the newly
created position of chief risk ofﬁcer, a role he previously took at
Royal Bank of Scotland Group
and Fannie Mae in the aftermath
of the ﬁnancial crisis.
Phelan’s Office of Risk Management will also work with the
White House’s Office of Management and Budget to advise
other federal agencies whose
activities could affect the Treasury’s ﬁscal and debt-management operations, Treasury
spokesman Daniel Watson said
in an e-mail yesterday.
Phelan, 55, who started at the
Treasury in November, joined
RBS Americas as chief risk ofﬁcer in 2011, three years after
the lender’s parent received a UK
government bailout. He led risk
management at Fannie Mae from
2009 to 2011, after the mortgageﬁnance company started operating under a government-run
conservatorship, and was hired
by Wachovia Corp for the position in 2008 after the bank suffered record losses on mortgages.
Before that he was head of
risk-management
services
at JPMorgan Chase & Co and
worked at UBS Group and Credit
Suisse Group.
A Treasury memo dated September 2013 and obtained by
Bloomberg News said the department intended to hire a chief risk
officer to “provide permanent
ﬁnancial risk-management expertise.” The department has assumed responsibility for taxpayer
rescues at other agencies, including Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac.
Phelan reports directly to the
deputy Treasury secretary, Sarah
Bloom Raskin. RBS is 80% owned
by the British government after receiving the world’s biggest
bank bailout in 2008 and 2009.

Mester says pace of tightening more important than rate liftoff date
Bloomberg
Washington
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nvestors should focus more on the
pace of Federal Reserve tightening
rather than the date of the ﬁrst increase, said Loretta Mester, president of
the Cleveland Fed.
“In some sense, when exactly liftoff is
— a meeting here or a meeting there — is
probably not the right question,” she said
in an interview in Boston.
Mester said she expects the benchmark federal funds rate to rise to 3.75% —
the level that Fed officials forecast for the
longer run — over the next three years.
“How slow or how fast we get there is
really going to depend on the economy,”
she said.
Underlining the divergence of opinions over the timing of the ﬁrst rate increase since 2006, Boston Fed President
Eric Rosengren said low inﬂation gives
the central bank reason to bide its time.
“A patient approach to policy is prudent until we can more conﬁdently expect that inﬂation will return to the Fed’s
2% target over the next several years,”
Rosengren said in a speech in Boston,
where he and Mester were attending the
annual meeting of the American Eco-

nomic Association. Both will vote on
policy in 2016.
Rosengren’s language echoed the December 17 statement of the Federal Open
Market Committee, which said the Fed
can be “patient” as it considers a rate increase. Chair Janet Yellen later said that
meant a move is unlikely before the end
of April.
While policy makers last month afﬁrmed their outlook for higher rates next
year, they reduced their median forecast
for the pace of tightening. They predicted the fed funds rate will rise to 1.125% at
the end of 2015, less than the 1.375% they
foresaw three months earlier. The Fed
has held rates near zero since December
2008.
John Williams, president of the San
Francisco Fed, said two days after the December meeting that “June 2015 seems
like a reasonable starting point for thinking about when liftoff could happen.”
Rosengren argued that the precise date
of liftoff makes little difference.
“While market participants worry
about whether liftoff will occur in April,
June, or August, in fact most models
imply that the macroeconomic implications of such differences are quite small,”
he said.
Mester said she expects the economy

to expand at a 3% pace this year and the
inﬂation rate to move gradually higher
toward the Fed’s 2% target after a temporary drop caused by a plunge in the price
of oil.
“We’re getting much closer to our
goals,” Mester, 56, said in the interview.
“Given that, we want to bring the policy
rate up.”
Unemployment in November stayed
at a six-year low of 5.8% as employers
boosted payrolls by the most in almost
three years. The economy added more
jobs in 2014 than any year since 1999.
Most policy makers forecast unemployment of 5.2% to 5.5% in the long run.
On the other hand, inﬂation has lagged
behind the Fed’s goal since April 2012.
The Fed’s preferred gauge, the personal
consumption expenditures price index,
rose 1.2% in the year through November.
The core ﬁgure, which strips out volatile
food and energy costs, rose 1.4%.
“I believe the continued very low core
inﬂation and wage growth numbers provide ample justiﬁcation for patience,”
Rosengren said in his speech.
Even so, Mester said more businesses
in her district, which encompasses Ohio,
western Pennsylvania and parts of West
Virginia and Kentucky, are considering
increases to wages and beneﬁts. “Firms

are getting more comfortable thinking
about raising wages,” she said.
Mester said the FOMC could damage
the economy by raising rates either too
slowly or too quickly.
“This is the quintessential monetarypolicy question at turning points, how to
make sure you don’t go too early or too
late,” she said.
Mester said there have been some
“false starts” in the economy since
the 2008 ﬁnancial crisis, which have
prompted some economists to argue the
Fed should err on the side of caution.
“On the other hand, we may be underestimating the cost of delaying,” Mester
said. “The costs on both sides are high.”
Congress should resist measures that
would compromise the Fed’s independence in forming monetary policy, Mester
said.
Senator Rand Paul, a Republican from
Kentucky, has long called for a so-called
“audit the Fed” bill.
“Audit the Fed is a misnomer,” Mester
said. “What they are trying to do is inﬂuence monetary policy decisions, and that
has a dark side.”
Congressional inﬂuence on monetary
policy, she said, would result in “decisions that aren’t in the best interest of
the economy.”

Mester: Patient approach.

